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The Sustainable Packaging Coalition ® (SPC) is a membershipbased collaborative led by an independent non-profit that
believes in the power of industry to make packaging more
sustainable. Using an objective life-cycle based approach, we
work in a constructive atmosphere to provide thoughtleadership and bring our members together to strengthen and
advance the business case for more sustainable packaging.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While food waste is hardly a new
phenomenon, the private and public
sectors alike have only recently
emphasized food waste as a critical
material to manage for both waste
diversion and greenhouse gas reduction.
In 2015, the US EPA underscored this
important reality by releasing the first
national food waste reduction goal to
halve the quantity of food waste by 2030.
As the largest portion of the US
municipal solid waste stream, a 50%
decrease of food waste sent to landfill
would significantly reduce methane
emissions, a greenhouse gas
exponentially more potent than carbon
dioxide.

The 2016 "ReFed Roadmap to Reduce US
Food Waste by 20 Percent" determined
that of 27 solutions explored in depth,
centralized composting was the most
effective in terms of overall waste
diverted, jobs created, and emissions
reduced.
For this reason, it's vital to foster the
growth of organics diversion. Though
composting infrastructure in the US is
nascent, numerous cities and states are
making significant headway in
increasing collection of compostables in
curbside and drop-off capacities.
Though compost manufacturers readily
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accept back-of-house food waste from
foodservice operations, they are often
reluctant to accept front-of-house waste
due to concerns of contamination.

Report explores how compostable
packaging may enable increased food
scrap diversion, building feedstock for
compost manufacturers.

By using a complete suite of compostable
food serviceware, not only can
contamination be mitigated as consumers
are able to easily dispose of food and
packaging together, but compostable
packaging can help deliver maximum food
scraps to compostables bins.

To illuminate this opportunity, the Report
uses five waste characterizations to
analyze the quantities of both food and
compostable packaging in front-of-house
and back-of-house settings at each
venue.

Despite compostable packaging's capacity
to act as a vehicle for food scrap diversion, a
minority of composting facilities accept
compostable packaging.
The Value of Compostable Packaging

By understanding the amount of food
waste that compostable packaging can
bring to a compostables bin in different
settings, compost manufacturers and
venues can make informed decisions
that ultimately divert waste and reduce
emissions.
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DEFINITIONS
Back-of-house (BOH)

The area of a venue or foodservice operation
not accessible to patrons where food
preparation and kitchens are located.

Compostable Packaging
Packaging and food serviceware that is
certified by BPI to ASTM D6400 or ASTM
D6868 or is comprised of uncoated or claycoated fiber. Uncoated fiber items like
napkins and paper towels are included in this
category.

Front-of-house (FOH)

The area of a venue or foodservice
operation accessible to patrons where food is
consumed.

Food Scraps
Food that is not consumed, whether uneaten
from a meal or trimmings that are not
suitable for human consumption.

Food Scrap Capture Rate
Indicating the food that compostable
packaging is capable of delivering to a
compostables bin, the food scrap capture rate
is the percent of the front-of-house
compostables stream that is food waste as
opposed to compostable packaging and
uncoated paper.

Future Recoverables
Packaging that is not currently recyclable or
compostable, but currently has alternatives
that are compostable like utensils and
conventional plastic condiment cups.

Landfill Material

Packaging that is not currently recyclable or
compostable. This includes unrecoverables
and future recoverables.

Material Recovery Facility (MRF)
A specialized facility that receives, separates,
and prepares recyclable materials for reuse by
a manufacturer.

Mixed Waste Processing (MWP)
A facility that receives mixed landfill waste
and recyclable materials that separates
typically achieves a recovery rate of 5-30% of
recyclable materials.

Recyclables
Packaging that is widely recyclable based on
the Federal Trade Commission Green Guides
definition of at least 60% of Americans having
access to recycle a given item.

Unrecoverables
Packaging materials that are not currently
recyclable or compostable and do not have
recyclable or compostable alternatives, like
multi-layer pouch.
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METHODOLOGY
Selection of Venues to be Examined
To gain a complete view of food waste generation within different settings, waste
characterizations were conducted at a variety of generators, to include:
A Farmer’s Market,
An Evening Concert,
A Full Day Festival,
A Quick-Service Restaurant, and
A National Grocery Chain

Selection of Waste Categories
Drawing on the EPA’s Best Practices for Conducting a Waste Assessment, the project team
defined the main categories of waste to be food scraps, compostable packaging, recyclables,
landfill material, including future and unrecoverable material as defined on page 5.

Determination of Sample Size
Each venue characterized in this report varied in size and therefore generated varying
amounts of waste. The project team determined that each staff member was capable of
sorting roughly 75 lbs of waste per hour. At this rate, it was possible to analyze a venue’s total
waste when the venue produced less than 2,000 lbs of unsorted material. The Farmer’s
Market, Quick-Service Restaurant, and National Grocery Chain fell into this category.
A random sampling of front-of-house and back-of-house generated waste was collected at
each venue that produced more than 2,000 lbs of waste. The threshold for a statistically
significant sample size was determined by anticipated total waste generation. For the
evening concert, a statistically significant sample of 2,000 lbs was sorted on-site. Larger in
size and duration, the full day festival’s sample size was 5,500 lbs.
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Farmers Market
City Market
Waste
Characterization
350 pounds
7:30 generated

Evening Concert
Jiffy Lube Live
Waste Characterization
6,000 pounds 7:40
generated

Full-Day Festival Waste
FarmAid
Characterization
60,0008:15
pounds generated

Quick-Service Restaurant
Large Grocery
Waste Characterization
650 pounds 9:00
generated

National Grocery Chain
Roots Natural Kitchen
Waste Characterization
9:10
4,000 pounds
generated
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FARMERS MARKET
City Market - Charlottesville, VA
350 pounds generated
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CITY MARKET
The first waste characterization for the Value of Compostable Packaging Project was
conducted at a small farmers market, the Charlottesville City Market. This Saturday
farmers market is operated by the City of Charlottesville and features over 100 farmers, food
vendors, and artisans; serving approximately 5,000 attendees each week.
GreenBlue organized on-site waste management operations for the 2015 and 2016 seasons.
The waste characterization assessed all waste generated on-site, which included food and
food serviceware from outside vendors. Because food preparation occurs off-site, all waste
generated by the City Market is considered front-of-house.
The market provided four waste stations that each contained a compostables, recycling, and
landfill bin. Additionally, two landfill bins were located in the market's high-traffic areas. Each
of the co-located bins used large signs to detail what products should be placed in each bin
using pictures of products distributed by market vendors.

Total Waste Generation
With GreenBlue staff managing the
market waste over the course of the
Breakdown by Weight, 349 lbs
season, we were able to observe
Landfill 12%
that many market attendees
diligently read the signs and placed
food serviceware in the correct bin.
Nevertheless, other patrons were
Recyclables
spotted scraping food scraps into
18%
the compostables bin and placing
their compostable plate in the
landfill or recycling bin. Often in a
rush, some patrons did not attempt
to sort the packaging and waste,
placing all items in the landfill bin.
Without prompting, few
Food
patrons knew that the many PLA
Scraps 56%
cups distributed throughout the
Compostable
market were compostable and not
Packaging 14%
recyclable.
Food and beverages were served on a variety of compostable, recyclable, and unrecoverable
serviceware and the majority of the food sold at the market was consumed on-site. Compostable
items included paper napkins, PLA-lined hot cups, paper plates, bowls, boats, and clamshells,
wooden stirrers and utensils, as well as PLA cups, condiment cups, and utensils. Plastic drink
cups, lids, and straws were considered recyclable when the components were all attached, but
the lids and straws unrecyclable when separated. Additional recyclable items included plastic
bottles, aluminum cans, and glass bottles. All plastic utensils, loose lids and straws, polystyrene
foam plates, clamshells, and bowls, dirty foil, and multi-material packages were landfilled.
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Once full, all waste bins were collected by staff during the 5-hour market. Waste was sorted
and weighed on-site in a neighboring lot into the five defined categories of food scraps,
compostable packaging, recyclables, future recoverables, and unrecoverables. Sorting,
weighing, and recording was completed in 19 person-hours by staff and volunteers, slowed
somewhat by extraordinarily high temperatures.

Breakdown of Compostables
by Weight, 244 lbs
Compostable
Packaging 20%

Food Scraps 80%

To assess the weight of food scraps and
compostable packaging as separate streams,
compostable packaging was separated from the
kitchen scraps, uneaten prepared food, and
spoiled produce to isolate the 47.6 lbs of
compostable packaging recovered. The team also
had to recover numerous small wooden stirrers
and utensils, napkins, paper condiment packets,
and food scraps from the landfill bins. After food
scraps were salvaged from the landfill stream and
non-compostable contaminants were removed,
196.2 lbs of food scraps remained. The small size of
these items increased sorting time and between
food scraps and compostable packaging, a total of
243.8 lbs of compostables were recovered.

In the recycling stream, many contaminants like PLA utensils, polystyrene foam plates, and
napkins were found, some of which like the utensils and napkins should have been placed in
the compostables bin. After contaminant removal, 63.2 lbs of recyclables were measured. Of
the 42.2 lbs of non-recyclable and non-compostable material, just under half, 20.2 lbs were
categorized as future recoverables for items like conventional plastic utensils that are not
currently recoverable through recycling or composting, but have compostable alternatives.
The remaining 22 lbs was unrecoverable packaging or waste.
In all, the Charlottesville City Market is capable of achieving a landfill diversion rate of 88% with
their current three-bin system and current array of serviceware distributed by vendors. Should
all serviceware at the City Market that is unrecoverable currently be changed to compostable
alternatives, the market could achieve a landfill diversion rate of 91%.

Of the 243.8 lbs of compostable material, the food scrap capture rate was 80%. This high ratio
of food to fiber and compostable plastic packaging contributes to the sizable opportunity to
reduce CO2 emissions. The 196 pounds of food generated would produce 154 pounds of CO2
equivalent in a landfill and only 10 pounds in a composting operation. Due to the small scale
of the event, all of the 349.2 lbs generated were sorted and weighed and no representative
sample was used.
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Landfill 12%

EVENING CONCERT
Jiffy Lube Live Pavilion - Bristow, VA
6,000 pounds generated
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JIFFY LUBE LIVE
PAVILION
The Jiffy Lube Live Pavilion waste
Total Waste Generation
characterization captured and analyzed the
Breakdown by Weight, 6,000 lbs
waste stream of an evening, weekend
concert in Bristow, VA. The stadium’s
Landfill 18%
capacity is about 21,000 individuals and
Food Scraps 23%
during the waste characterization, the
evening concert was frequented by about
6,000 ticketed attendees. The doors for the
evening concert opened at 6pm and the
event concluded around 10:30pm, but
kitchen staff began food prep in the early
morning around 6am. The last clean-up
crews finished scouring the lawn and venue
Compostable
at approximately 4am. To ensure accurate
Packaging 13%
and representative sampling, staff ensured
samples were procured from the entire
duration of the event preparation and
breakdown.
Recyclables 46%
Jiffy Lube Live Pavilion venue has 60 landfill bins throughout the venue and around 45 metal
racks with plastic lids that serve as receptacles for recyclables. Due to safety concerns of the
venue, no racks or bins are stationed on the steep main lawn where concert attendees would
sit or stand, which often leads to large amounts of litter on the lawn. So, while a majority
recycling bins and landfill waste bins were co-located, there were also many single landfill
bins.
During the concert, no compostables bins were provided in the front-of-house for attendees
to dispose of food waste or compostable packaging. However, for the purposes of the waste
characterization, compostables bins were stationed in back-of-house staff eating areas, as
well as the concessions kitchens and service areas.
Typically, kitchen employees and event staff will bring cardboard to specific recycling
compactors, whereas front-of-house recyclables are brought to recycling dumpsters to be
collected by the hauler. Operations staff typically bring all concessions and kitchen waste to a
dumpster near the rear of their buildings and all front-of-house waste is transported to
dumpsters that line the perimeter of the parking lot. This proved a challenge to ensure that
all staff on the date of the waste characterization brought bags of recyclables and landfill
waste from the front-of-house to our sorting area near the main cluster of dumpsters by the
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concessions areas, since it was a deviation from usual behavior. Ensuring that materials from
the concession kitchens and service areas were brought to our sorting area at the main
dumpsters wasn’t difficult, by comparison, because bagged kitchen waste was being
brought to the same location for the waste characterization as it is habitually brought during
daily operations
This dramatic increase in the volume of waste that was transported to the main cluster of
dumpsters and our sorting site necessitated strategies to ensure that piles of landfill waste
from the kitchen was not confused with landfill waste from the front-of-house. Normally,
operations staff would not think about where they are pulling bags come from, but for the
purpose of the characterization, the source needed to be articulated. This was particularly
challenging because of the venue's large size, facilities staff transported waste in golf carts for
efficiency. This means that when a venue facilities employee came to drop off bags of landfill
waste or recyclables, they would drop off 10-20 bags.
If staff that transported waste to us weren’t sure, food serviceware would be a giveaway that
the waste originated in the front-of-house. When it was a bag of recyclables, a fail safe
method of determining if it’s front-of-house material or back-of-house material was whether
the bag is comprised of soda bottles or beer cans, as opposed to commercial-size condiment
jugs.

Front v. Back-of-House Generation

sdnuoP
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Of front-of-house waste, 55% was recyclable,
Breakdown of Front-of-House
largely due to the high quantities of aluminum
Compostables by Weight, 1,122 lbs
cans generated from beer consumption. Of the
non-recyclable material generated in front-ofFood
house, 54% was compostable and 46% was landfill
Scraps 35%
material. The food scrap capture rate was 35%,
indicating that 35% of the front-of-house
compostable material was food and 65% was
compostable packaging, by weight. Of the 943
pounds of front-of-house waste that could not be
composted or recycled, 230 pounds or 24% of the
material had compostable packaging and
Compostable
food serviceware alternatives.

Packaging 65%

In terms of back-of-house waste, the analysis
revealed that 74% of material was compostable.
The 1,043 pounds of compostable back-of-house
material was 95% comprised of food, totaling 991
pounds, with 5% of material or 52 pounds being
compostable packaging. The back-of-house
compostable packaging was predominantly
comprised of paper towels and wet corrugate,
which is not suitable for recycling.

Breakdown of Back-of-House
Compostables by Weight, 1,043 lbs
Compostable
Packaging 5%

Interestingly, the proportion of back-of-house
material that was non-recyclable and nonFood
compostable was larger than the proportion of
Scraps 95%
non-recyclable and non-compostable front-ofhouse material. Due to the expected volume of
heavy food waste from the back-of-house, landfill
waste was anticipated to be in the single digits. Yet, once measured, 20% of back-of-house
waste could not currently be recovered, attributed largely to large quantities of wet or dirty
plastic wrap, clocking in at 2 points higher than the 18% of front-of-house material that is not
currently recoverable.

In terms of overall waste diversion, should Jiffy Lube Live have perfect recycling and composting
practices, the venue would be able to divert a maximum of 46% of waste through recycling
alone. To get above the 50% mark, back-of-house food waste composting would be critical and
expanding to front-of-house compostable packaging and food collection could enable a
diversion rate of 82%. Based on the methane and nitrous oxide generation for food waste, the
1,379 pounds of food generated at Jiffy Lube Live would produce 1,089 pounds of CO2
equivalent in a landfill, but only 69 pounds in a composting operation (EPA Warm Model 2016).
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FULL DAY FESTIVAL
Jiffy Lube Live Pavilion Bristow, VA
60,000 pounds generated
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FARM AID
The waste characterization for Farm Aid, a full-day
music festival, took place on-site at Jiffy Lube Live
Pavilion in Bristow, VA. The event hosted roughly
20,000 attendees and lasted for 11 hours. Year
after year, Farm Aid aims to divert organics during
food preparation and service, as well as
throughout the venue by providing bins for
compostables, many of which are staffed by
trained volunteers. In addition, Farm Aid specifies
that compostable food serviceware must be used
at VIP cook-out areas and at all concession stands.
Eco-Product's generous financial and in-kind
donations made the waste characterization at
FarmAid and subsequent analysis possible.

Total Waste Generation by
Weight, 60,000 lbs
Landfill
19%

Recyclables
24%

Food
Scraps 32%

Compostable
Packaging 25%

Farm Aid diligently worked to ensure food
serviceware was certified compostable, so all concert-goers would need to place all food, plates,
clamshells, boats, bowls, utensils, napkins, and cups in the compostables bin. Similarly, all
aluminum cans and plastic bottles would be placed in the recycling bins and then all chip bags,
multilayer plastics, and miscellaneous products were designated landfill waste. Throughout the
front-of-house area accessible to attendees, 60 three-bin systems were set-up, of which 15 were
staffed by volunteers to assist attendees in correctly disposing of waste.
The scale of the Farm Aid waste characterization required far more coordination in advance
with Live Nation, the venue operator, as well as Jiffy Lube Live Pavilion operational staff and
Farm Aid volunteer organizers, compared to the evening concert waste characterization at the
same venue. Communication with the concessions chefs, the operations manager, and team
leads among facilities staff was invaluable in ensuring that logistics were as smooth as possible.
While communication in advance of the waste characterization was done largely over email, it
was also critical to have phone numbers to contact key event staff for immediate needs.
The scale of the venue and the volume of the waste generated posed some initial challenges for
the waste characterization staff. It was immensely helpful to have waste generation estimates
from previous Farm Aid events, approximating that the event would produce about 60,000 lbs
The compost manufacturer we worked with did not own a truck with a compactor and would
be able to provide one flat-bed truck to deposit organics directly onto the floor and one flat-bed
truck to house full bins. At the end of the characterization, we had sorted more than 2,400 lbs of
compostable material, filling the entire capacity of all bins and the flat-bed truck. Should we
have needed a larger sample size, we would have needed more capacity or would have had to
landfill sorted compostable material.
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Working with Veteran Compost provided important opportunities to learn more about how
compost manufacturers help closed venues like Jiffy Lube Live Pavilion chose compostable
packaging. Typically, Veteran Compost will only take compostable packaging from venues
that use exclusively compostable packaging. On occasion, they will make allowances, but
draw a hard line that a client must use compostable straws, since they are a very difficult
contaminant to remove through hand-picking or screens. In these situations, Veteran
Compost enjoys hauls with compostable packaging because it is much lighter than food
waste and is therefore less fuel-intensive to transport.
Veteran Compost was an indispensable partner in the Farm Aid and Jiffy Lube Live waste
characterizations not only for their composting services, but also for the countless hours
they contributed to the sorting, weighing, and cataloguing of the event.
The Farm Aid waste characterization accounted for the waste generated during the day of
the full-day festival, as well as the back-of-house kitchen waste accumulated during food
preparation leading up to the event. The pre-event compostable waste totaled 862 lbs, 605
lbs of which were food with the remaining 257 lbs being compostable packaging and
uncoated paper. Of all back-of-house waste, compostable material comprised 62% by
weight and food scraps alone accounted for 48% of back-of-house material by weight.

Front v. Back-of-House Generation

sdnuoP
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Breakdown of Front-of-House
Compostables by Weight, 22,851 lbs
Food Scraps
46%

Compostable
Packaging 54%

Breakdown of Back-of-House
Compostables by Weight, 11,152 lbs
Compostable
Packaging 23%

Food
Scraps 77%

With the average festival attendee consuming
multiple meals throughout the duration of the
event, compostable material heavily outweighed
recyclable and landfill material in the front-ofhouse. In all, the 12,432 lbs of compostable
packaging present in front-of-house waste
contributed to the food scrap capture rate of 46%.
Despite concerted efforts to ensure the event only
used compostable food serviceware, rogue
utensils and condiment cups made of
conventional plastic were discovered in sizable
quantities. As these items currently have
compostable alternatives and are non-recyclable;
they comprised the 629 lbs of future recoverables
measured in the front-of-house. Other items like
novelty guitar-shaped cups made of PVC do not
have compostable alternatives currently and are
not recyclable, so were counted towards the 7,149
lbs of unrecoverable landfill front-of-house
material.
Recyclables present in front-of-house waste were
predominantly aluminum cans, wine bottles, as
well as plastic soda and water bottles and
accounted for 27% of front-of-house waste. In the
back-of-house, recyclables comprised 17% of
waste and included items like corrugate beer
totes and plastic jugs.

In terms of the venue's waste generation as a
whole, diverting all possible recyclable materials would offer a waste diversion rate of 24%. Should
the event achieve total diversion of food scraps in the front and back-of-houses, 55% of waste
would be diverted. By expanding composting collection to include both food and compostable
packaging, a diversion rate of 81% would be possible. With the event amassing 60,000 lbs of
waste, employing recycling and composting could result in a total of 48, 426 lbs of material
recovered.

Based on the methane and nitrous oxide generation for food waste, the 19,056 lbs of food
generated at Farm Aid would produce 15,055 lbs of CO2 equivalent in a landfill, but only 953 lbs in
a composting operation (EPA Warm Model 2016).
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QUICK-SERVICE
RESTAURANT
Roots Natural Kitchen Charlottesville, VA
650 pounds generated
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ROOTS NATURAL
KITCHEN
Roots Natural Kitchen is a locally-owned quickTotal Waste Generation
service restaurant based in Charlottesville, VA
by Weight, 651 lbs
that serves a small menu of salad and vegetable
bowls. The waste characterization occurred on
Landfill 8%
a weekday and includes all waste from preservice preparations through opening hours
Recyclables
and clean-up. The waste characterization
28%
occurred in two stages, with waste collection
and transportation on Day 1 and waste sorting
on Day 2. Active sorting by two staff members
took approximately five hours.
Roots Natural Kitchen currently offers landfill
and recycling bins in the front-of-house. In
the back-of-house, Roots staff separates waste
into food fit for animal feed, recyclables, and
Food
Compostable
landfill. All orders are served in compostable
Scraps 62%
Packaging 2%
fiber bowls with PLA lids and conventional
plastic utensils. Drink cups, lids, and straws
are conventional plastic and are recyclable
when attached together. All utensils and any loose lids or straws were categorized as landfill. The
majority of orders are carry out and a minority of orders are consumed on-premises.
All front-of-house recyclable and landfill waste was transported off-site for sorting. Back-of-house
recyclables consisted of stacked cardboard and large plastic containers that were weighed and
left on-site as no sorting was necessary. Similarly, the back-of-house food waste that was staffseparated for animal feed was left on-site after being weighed. All materials were weighed,
collected, and transported to the sorting site the evening prior to the waste characterization.
Materials transported to the sorting site were stored in closed carts overnight. With a little over
half of the material by weight left-on site after being measured, 273.3 lbs were left to sort into
food, compostable packaging and uncoated paper, recyclables, landfill, and future recoverables.
Sorting went at a very quick pace for front-of-house recyclables and was slow for front-ofhouse landfill, since front-of-house landfill is a mix of much smaller materials that take longer to
separate like napkins from food and the odd recyclable.
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Utensils and unattached lids and straws
were often found in the front-of-house
recycling stream, indicating that
consumers were unaware that they were
not recyclable. Because no composting bin
is currently provided to consumers, both
conventional plastic utensils and
unattached plastic lids and straws should
be placed in the landfill bin instead. Should
a compostables bin be introduced to the
eating area at Roots Natural Kitchen,
utensils should be converted to a
compostable alternative in order to make it
simple for consumers to place all food
serviceware and uneaten food in the same
bin.
Back-of-house landfill waste contained a
large portion of food waste. Despite 201.8
lbs of food being separated for hog feed, an

Breakdown of Front-of-House
Compostables by Weight, 75 lbs
Compostable
Packaging 14%

Food
Scraps 86%

Breakdown of Back-of-House
Compostables by Weight, 339 lbs
Compostable Packaging 1%

additional 134.6 lbs of food remained in the
back-of-house landfill stream. While some
was unfit for the current effort to separate
wasted food for hog feed, like avocado pits
and meat, much of the food was suitable
but was bagged, like spoiled potatoes, or
had twist ties, like large bunches of kale.

Food

Roots Natural Kitchen, through its current
Scraps 99%
hog feed separation and recycling
practices, diverts 59% of its waste. By
introducing an organics diversion program to back-of-house and front-of-house operations
through the provision of bins for compostables, Roots could divert 91% of waste and increase to
92% by converting the conventional non-recyclable utensils and straws to compostable
alternatives.

Based on the methane and nitrous oxide generation for food waste, the 401 lbs of food
generated at Roots Natural Kitchen would produce 317 lbs of CO2 equivalent in a landfill, but
only 20 lbs in a composting operation (EPA Warm Model 2016).
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NATIONAL
GROCERY CHAIN
Charlottesville, VA
4,000 pounds generated
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NATIONAL
GROCERY CHAIN
The waste characterization analyzing a national
grocery chain occurred at a large grocery
store with a foodservice operation in
Charlottesville, VA. Open daily from 7am-10pm, the
waste characterization quantified the
waste generated at the store of a typical weekday,
including all waste generated from food
preparation before opening hours and end-of-dayclean-up.

Total Waste Generation
by Weight, 4,014 lbs
Landfill 11%

Food
Scraps 33%

Waste was collected and transported to an off-site
sorting area on Day 1 and actively sorted by staff
throughout Day 1 and into Day 2 totaling 56
person hours of work, measuring all 4,013 lbs
generated.
Recyclables
Compostable
A pre-waste characterization meeting with the
48%
store was necessary to confirm the store's daily
Packaging 8%
schedule and waste management practices.
During daily operations, store staff prepares produce, seafood, meat, cheese, coffee, and cooked
meals in the back-of-house. On a daily basis, the store donated unsold baked goods to local
food kitchens and donates meat and seafood scraps to local animal sanctuaries on an ongoing
basis. The waste characterization reflects material that remained on-site after baked good,
meat, and seafood donations.
Currently, the store collects pre-consumer fruit and vegetable scraps for composting and
recycles cardboard and plastic film. The remaining food scraps and recyclables are landfilled in
the back-of-house. The store contracts with a mixed-waste processing facility to dispose of their
waste. Mixed bags of food scraps, recyclables, and landfill waste are placed in an in-unit
compactor for disposal.
The store’s cafe serves food and drinks using compostable and recyclable serviceware in the
front-of-house and customers have the option to eat food on-site or take it to go. Throughout
the store, five small landfill bins are available for customers to dispose of their waste as they
shop. Additionally, four larger landfill bins are located in the cafe. The store does not currently
offer dedicated recycling and composting in front-of-house operations.
During Day 1 of the waste characterization, staff were instructed not to use the in-unit
compactor and place all bagged waste outside to be collected by waste characterization
facilitators every two hours throughout the day. As the store habitually bales cardboard and
plastic film on-site, these materials were not transported off-site for sorting and simply weighed
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Front v. Back-of-House Generation

sdnuoP
on premises, as was the clean vegetable and fruit trimmings that are source separated for the
grocery's compactor for compostables. Remaining back-of-house waste and all front-of-house
waste was transported off-site to sort and weigh, which was managed by two staff members over
a 13-hour time period.
Once transported, the waste was sorted into the five defined categories: food scraps,
compostable packaging, recyclables, future recoverables, and unrecoverable material.
Approximately 1,000 lbs of waste was sorted on Day 1 when staff were not actively engaged in
transporting material from the grocery location to the sorting location.
The sorting process was significantly slowed by the omnipresence of thin, clear plastic gloves comingled with food waste, as well as packaged goods that had expired including juice, milk, and
hummus. In order to properly characterize the package and food, staff depackaged all items. The
1,000 square ft. sorting area housed approximately 1,000 lbs of unsorted waste overnight in 25 64gallon waste bins.
Nearly all bags of front-of-house waste were a mix of food scraps, compostable packaging,
recyclables, and unrecoverable material. Small plastic soup lids and large plastic plate lids, as well
as plastic, glass, and aluminum drink containers were recycled, making up the 77 lbs of recyclable
material originating from the front-of-house. Once accounting for the 1,842 lbs of back-of-house
recyclables, the total recyclable material comprises 48% of total waste venue-wide.
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To sort front-of-house compostable waste, staff
separated uneaten food from compostable
plates, bowls, pastry bags, and pizza containers
to measure compostable packaging and food
scraps as distinct streams. Of the 133 lbs of frontof-house compostable waste, 68 lbs or 51%
represented the maximum quantity of food
scraps that compostable packaging could
deliver to a compostables bin.

Breakdown of Front-of-House
Compostables by Weight, 133 lbs
Food
Scraps 51%

Items like the grocery's paper bread bags, which
contained a plastic window, as well as paper
Compostable
soup containers and coffee cups, which were
Packaging 49%
poly-lined, were unable to be categorized as
compostable packaging. Instead, these items
along with conventional plastic utensils
Breakdown of Back-of-House
comprised the 13.8 lbs of future recoverables
Compostables by Weight, 1,497 lbs
originating in the front-of-house. Other
packaging like multi-laminate chip, granola,
Compostable
and snack bags were landfilled and weighed
Packaging 17%
62 lbs.
If the store offered front-of-house composting
bins to consumers, utensils, soup containers,
and coffee cups should be converted to a
compostable alternative in order to make it
Food
simple for consumers to place all food
Scraps 83%
serviceware and uneaten food in the same bin.
If the grocery expanded recycling access, a
maximum waste diversion of 48% would be
possible accounting for the grocery's current program that diverts plastic film in the back-ofhouse. Though the vegetable and fruit trimmings from food preparation are currently separated
for composting, the grocery could raise waste diversion to 79% by ensuring all back-of-house
food waste was included in composting efforts. To achieve the highest possible waste diversion,
however, compostable packaging would be necessary to guide food scraps to compostables
bins in the front-of-house, providing a potential waste diversion rate of 88%.

Based on the methane and nitrous oxide generation for food waste, the 1,310 lbs of food
generated at this national grocery chain would produce 1,035 lbs of CO2 equivalent in a landfill,
but only 66 lbs in a composting operation (EPA Warm Model 2016).
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APPENDIX
Figure 1: Proportion of Each Material Across All Venues

Figure 2: Farmers
Market Weights (lbs)

Figure 3: Evening Concert Weights (lbs)
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Figure 4: Full-Day Festival Weights (lbs)

Figure 5: Quick-Service Restaurant Weights (lbs)

Figure 6: National Grocery Chain Weights (lbs)
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